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EDS Quick Start Guide 
The following instructions are provided as a Quick Start Guide for powering up and running 
qualitative measurements on EDAX’s Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) system. 
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Warning: EDS systems are paired with Scanning Electron Microscopes 
(SEM). SEMs produce potentially hazardous ionizing radiation. Only users who 
have completed the Radiation Safety section of the DMSE Safety Training, and 
who have received training by qualified department staff or faculty are 
permitted to use this equipment. Contact the DMSE for training information. 
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System Overview System Overview 

Purpose  
The Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) is used in conjunction to an SEM in order to 
separate the characteristic x-rays of different elements into an energy diagram which can be used 
to determine the abundance of certain elements down to a region the size of microns.  
 
Strengths: 

• No X-Ray focusing required 
• High Sensitivity 
• No diffraction interference 
• Rapid qualitative analysis 

 
Initialization  

1) Create a username/log in 
2) Name your project and sample 
3) Note the Project Content Tab (Figure 1.1) 

a. Shows information regarding samples and their 
data. Other projects can be imported or exported 
to share data with colleagues  

4) Click on the user tab on the top right side.  
a. Shows preferences for user-system interactions. 

Change the Custom image folder location to 
have your data in a more accessible area. 

Preparing the Sample 
 
 
 
Coating for Non-Conductive Samples 
The type of coating necessary for a sample depends on the 
elements that need to be analyzed. Prior to usage within 
the SEM and EDS system, the sample needs to be 
electrically conductive so that the detectors can detect the 
X-rays coming off of the surface and compose an image. 
For general analysis, Carbon is typically sputter coated 
onto the sample due to its chemical neutrality. If Carbon 
distribution is the element to be measured, Platinum is 
used for coating.  
 
                                 

Limitations: 
• Light elements (Z < 11) cannot be analyzed 
• Poor accuracy at low concentrations  
• Limited to x-ray values within 0 to 30 keV.  
• Non-automatic quantitative analysis 

 

Figure 1.1: The Project 
Content Tab 

Figure 1.2: A Sputter Coater  
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Loading and Mounting the Sample 

 
1) Sign into iLab to open your reservation.  
2) Mount your sample. 
3) Make sure the VENT light is on and open up the chamber with the chamber clip. 
4) Place the holder into the chamber. 

a. The holder should be orientated to the arrows on the bottom of the holder. 
5) Take a picture of your sample to see how the sample will appear on the monitor. 
6) Lock the chamber with the chamber clip and press the EVAC button for 2 seconds.  
7) Wait until the EVAC light is solid and turn on the left side Robinson Chamber View. 

a. The camera can be shown on the monitor by selecting the VLC app.  
8) Using the exchange rod and the camera, push the sample all the way into the SEM holder. 

a. The handle should be flush and click when on the surface. 
9) Pull the handle back in the upright position.  
10) Turn off the camera and switch back to the SEM app.  

SEM Settings 
1) Ensure that all basic user settings are in respect to the sample.  
2) Set the beam voltage to twice the alpha energy for elements of interest.  
3) Activate the HT beam and increase the working distance to ~ 15.0 mm for EDS usage.  
4) Change the detector to LEI. 
5) Move to the region of analysis. 

 
Beam Voltage 
When heavier elements are bombarded with high-energy particles, bound electrons in the inner 
shell can be dislodged from their place and a vacancy is created. When outer-shell electrons 
transition to fill in the vacancy, characteristic photons are emitted with an energy level that is 
equivalent to the energy state difference. K-α x-rays represent the transition from the n = 2 shell 
to the n = 1 shell and K-β x-rays go from the n = 3 shell to the n=1 shell. L-α x-rays transition 
from the n=3 shell to the n=2 shell. These characteristic x-rays [keV] are detected by the EDS 
system which notes their relative intensity to other signals. Lighter elements do not have these 
orbitals, hence why they cannot be picked up by the EDS. For characterization of lighter 
elements, Wavelength Dispersive Spectroscopy (WDS) is commonly used but is not available on 
this microscope.   

Notice: This guide assumes a basic knowledge of mounting. 
• Use a three side wrap of carbon tape to cover the top, side, and bottom of the sample.  
• Match the height of the sample to that of the rails on the sample tray. 
• Wear gloves to prevent the transfer of oil and water into the system.  
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The SEM beam voltage can range between .5kV to 30kV, defining which alpha energies that can 
be measured. For example: Platinum’s K-α energy is relatively high compared to Carbon’s due 
to Pt’s 14 ([Xe] 4f14 5d9 6s1) orbitals compared to C’s 3 orbitals ([He] 2s2 2p2). However, it’s L-α 
M- α energy is 9.441 and 2.050 keV, respectively, which will show up and be classified. As an 
operating rule, the beam voltage is set at 2x the alpha values on the SEM.  

 
Probe Current 
The electron probe current determines the intensity of characteristic X-ray’s emitted within the 
system. Typically, higher beam currents lead to higher counts due to the higher number of X-
rays at the expense of higher operating times and larger interaction volumes. Continuous contact 
with a high beam current may lead to damage of the sample at that location or may penetrate too 
far past the surface and exhibit X-rays of sub-surfaces. For the JSM-6700F SEM, the usable 
range of values is 7-15. However, due to the long working distance associated with the EDS 
system, the probe current should go between 13-15 with 13 being reserved for normal usage. 
These values should be determined on the SEM prior to operations.  

Operations 
Choosing the Proper Analysis Mode 
The main modes of the EDS System are as follows: 
• Spectrum Only: The most basic analysis for showing a general overview of elemental 

distribution within the entire sample.  
• Point Analysis: Mainly used for showing elemental distributions and weights along either a 

point of a user-designed size or of a region within the sample. 
• Mapping: Scans the region to show the spatial distribution of each element within the 

sample. Takes a long time to perform as it has to perform many scans, but the data collection 
can be stopped at any time. 
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• Line Scan: Shows how the distribution of elements changes as the beam goes along a set 
path. Essentially doing a series of point analysis together to show gradient changes. 
 

 
Spectrum Only  
Spectrum Only provides a general analysis of elemental distribution within the sample area 
displayed on the SEM screen.  

 
1) Click on Spectrum Only. 
2) Click on Collect Spectrum. 

a. EV/Chan: The maximum energy to collect on the spectrum 
3) Allow for the spectrum to collect. This can go on for as long as needed, but generally 

higher counts lead to more accurate data.  
Point Analysis 
Point Analysis allows for an analysis of user-defined points on the sample. 

 
1) Click on Point Analysis to switch to this mode.  
2) Click on Image Area to transfer the image from the SEM to the TEAM EDS system 

 
 

What to Know Before Operating: 
• Any process can be stopped by pressing the button used to start the analysis. 
• Longer amp times lead to higher peak resolutions and narrower gaps for increased accuracy but 

longer operation times.  
• Elements with low atomic numbers require longer amp times to be accurate.  
• Larger beam energies lead to more x-rays being emitted and higher-quality data at the potential 

cost of degrading fragile samples. 
• All data is saved and can be accessed within the Project Content tab. 
• Lower magnifications increase the operation time. 

a) Matrix Size: Image size from the SEM 
b) kV, Mag, and WD are set from the SEM  
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3) Click on individual points or click and drag to encompass a certain area 
4) Click on Collect Spectrum to proceed after choosing areas of interest.  
5) Allow the spectrum to collect. This can go on for as long as needed, but generally higher 

counts lead to higher differentiation between elemental peaks.  
6) When data collection is complete, click on Report and any of the options to create a 

sample summary page. Higher resolutions = Longer Scan Times = Longer Overall Time 
 
Mapping 

 
1) Click on Mapping  
2) If there is no image present: click Image Area after determining your settings 
3) Hover over Collect Map and choose your settings: 

a. Resolution: Changes the operation area size 
b. Quality: Determines the level of precision within the operation 
c. Display Options: For changing the data presentation ex: elemental colors 
d. Frames: How many times to analyze each pixel in the resolution (Manual Only) 
e. Dwell: How long to spend on each pixel in the resolution (Manual Only)  

4) Click on Collect Map 
5) Wait until the collection is done or manually stopped.  
6) On the right of the screen, go through the various overlays to see the element distribution.  
7) When finished with mapping, click on the red Finish button to proceed.  
8) Press Report within the Mapping tab to generate a summary of the data.  

 
Line Scan 

 
1) Click on Line Scan 
2) If there is no image present: click Image Area after determining your settings 
3) Hover over the Collect Line button 
4) Determine how you want to configure the settings: 

a. Resolution: Changes the line width 
b. Points: How many points are going to be examined within the line 
c. Quality: Determines the level of precision within the operation.  
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Data Presentation 
After any EDS operation, a graph such as the one will appear: 

 
In this example, this graph shows the intensity of X-Rays [Counts] versus the energy of those X-
Rays [measured in keV] within a Stinkbug coated in Platinum. The dark blue line represents the 
cleaned up measurement of the background radiation of the system while the light blue line 
represents the energy from the EDS. Using Element ID, the EDS automatically attributes atomic 
markers by comparing the sample spectra to its repository of standards.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Using the Data Correction Tab 
Home View Customize: Changes the range for keV measured 
Re-Apply Element Identification: If taken off, the elemental labels 
for the derived energy levels can be put back on.  
Quantification Results: Contains a table stating the Element, 
Weight %, Atomic %, Error and other pertinent information.  
Manually Adjust Spectrum Background Region 
Modify Element List: For manually checking if there are any 
element discrepancies in analysis with keV values from other 
elements. 
Background and Deconvolution: Cleans up the data and toggles 
the trend lines in the graph. 
Send: Sends the data to either the project tab or the custom folder  
Print: Prints the page as is.  
Save Changes: Saves any settings changes 
Normalize: Alters the start and end energy 
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Finishing Up 
 
Reporting Data 

 

 
1) In the Project Content Tab, select the data to be included in the report. 

a. If multiple plots are to be reported, click on the branch the data is under instead.   
2) Click on Review Data  
3) Click on Quick Report for a report or Current Data Report for a report with certain 

parameters.   
4) NOTE: This can also be created using the Report tab under each EDS Operation tab. 

 

Advanced Settings for Data Correction: 
Spectrum: Adjust the spectrum presentation 
Element Id: Adjusts the automatic elemental 
peak identification system.  
Background: Adjusts the base background noise 
presentation within the spectrum. 
Deconvolution: Adjusts the elemental peak best 
fit line.  
Quantification: For selecting different methods 
Process: Adjusts method settings 
Spectral Overlay Math: Free space & operators 
File Parameters: Lists out detector settings 
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Using the User Tab  
 
Exporting Data 
    1) Press on the Export button. 
    2) Select your Parameters. 
    3) Select where to store the file. 
 
Importing Data 

1) Press on the Import button. 
2) Select the project to import. 

 
Resetting the SEM 

1) Turn off beam by clicking the HT button.  
2) Press the Exchange button in the Exchange icon. 
3) Set the working distance back to 8.0 mm using the exterior control 
4) Press on the EVAC button for 2 seconds. Wait until it stops blinking.  
5) Pull the sample out by pushing the sample exchange rod all the way in and pulling it out.  
6) Press on the VENT button for 2 seconds. Wait until it stops blinking.  
7) Unlock the chamber and take out the samples. 
8) Lock the chamber. 

 

Common Problems 
 

 
 

• The beam is on and the picture is too bright. 
o First, ensure that the camera is turned off. Check that the Probe Current is 

around 10 μA. Redo the adjustments for brightness and contrast.  
• The machine beeps when I try to move the sample. 

o Be sure to check that the EXCHANGE light is lit. If the EXCHANGE light is not lit, 
slowly rotate Working Distance Knob to ~ 80 mm until it is. 

• No image displays when HT is turned on.  
o Check that the FREEZE button is not lit. If it is, press the FREEZE button.  

• The image is blurry.  
o Redo all stigmations, alignments, and image correction methods.  

• The Report tab is blacked out 
o In this case, use the EDS Operation Report Tab instead.  

 
 

Notice: For problems or training information, visit labs.jhu.edu or explore 
the training videos on the EDS desktop videos.   
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